Many children learn these old words about Guy Fawkes’ Day:
Remember, remember,
The fifth of November,
Gunpowder, treason and plot...
We will explain the meaning of this rhyme and also help the pupils to learn it.

"Remember, remember, the fifth of November, Gunpowder, treason and plot. We see no reason why Gunpowder treason Should ever be forgot!"

Finally, to review some of the contents taught we will have different questions. The children will put their hands up if they know the answers; with the correct answers they will win one positive point in the English subject. It is always advisable at the end of each lesson to make a self-evaluation activity.

- When is Bonfire night celebrated?
- Did Guy Fawkes try to burn the houses of Parliament?
- Who was king of England? Was he protestant or catholic? And the people?
- Did the king discover the plan?
- What do the children ask for?
- Complete: Remember, remember...

This in an example of a powerpoint presentation to introduce or review bonfire night. There are many different activities children can do in relation with this topic, such as: posters, crosswords, board games, dominoes, songs...